Grading Checklist for “So I Ain’t No Good Girl” Packet

Student name____________________________________

	Student 	Teacher 

	_____ 		_____The student has attempted to answer all of the questions in the packet,    

		             and the responses make sense and fully answer the question. 

        _____		_____ Student has attempted to answer most of the questions in the packet, 
		                          and they are responses that mostly make sense and answer the question. 

 _____	                _____ Some of the questions in the packet are answered, but offer general 				             comments instead of detailed responses. 


	_____ 		_____ Most of the short answers are in complete sentences. 

       _____		_____ Some of the short answers are in complete sentences. 
              _____		_____Very few of the responses are answered in complete sentences. 
  
	_____		_____ Student shows an excellent awareness of CPUG: capitalization, 

punctuation,  usage and grammar. The correct words are capitalized and punctuated, and usage and grammar are outstanding. 

       _____		_____ Student shows a good awareness of CPUG. 
       _____		_____ Student shows some/little awareness of CPUG. 

	_____		______All or most of the answers in the packet are correct, with only a few 

			errors. 
       _____		______ Some of the answers in the packet are correct
       _____		______Few of the answers in the packet are correct 
 
Good Luck!
Grading Checklist for “Not a Boy” Packet

Student name____________________________________

	Student 	Teacher 

	_____ 		_____The student has attempted to answer all of the questions in the packet,    

		             and the responses make sense and fully answer the question. 

        _____		_____ Student has attempted to answer most of the questions in the packet, 
		                          and they are responses that mostly make sense and answer the question. 

 _____	                _____ Some of the questions in the packet are answered, but offer general 				             comments instead of detailed responses. 


	_____ 		_____ Most of the short answers are in complete sentences. 

       _____		_____ Some of the short answers are in complete sentences. 
              _____		_____Very few of the responses are answered in complete sentences. 
  
	_____		_____ Student shows an excellent awareness of CPUG: capitalization, 

punctuation,  usage and grammar. The correct words are capitalized and punctuated, and usage and grammar are outstanding. 

       _____		_____ Student shows a good awareness of CPUG. 
       _____		_____ Student shows some/little awareness of CPUG. 

	_____		______All or most of the answers in the packet are correct, with only a few 

			errors. 
       _____		______ Some of the answers in the packet are correct
       _____		______Few of the answers in the packet are correct 
 
Good Luck!



